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Norwood-based Heartillery Group, who sent more than 220,000 cards and 3,000 care
packages to troops since November 2013, receives grant from Dunkin Donuts Foundation
NORWOOD, MA: After sending more than 220,000 cards and 3,000 care packages to troops
overseas, the Heartillery Group is thrilled to receive a $5,000.00 grant from the Dunkin’ Donuts &
Baskin-Robbins Community Foundation (DDBRCF).
The Heartillery Group shares the same passion as the DDBRCF, which is to serve our
neighborhoods through hunger relief, children’s health and safety initiatives. “In addition to
supporting our troops overseas, we strive to help local servicemen and women who could benefit
from our assistance,” notes Emily Spencer, founder of The Heartillery Group. “With such a generous
donation, we can create many more collection and care boxes to share with our troops. We’re
honored that Dunkin’ Donuts sees the value in what we do.”
The Heartillery group’s packages include everything from new socks to beef jerky and toiletries—
plus an array of cards with personal messages from community members. The Heartillery Group is
actively working toward its goal of sending 8,000 cards and 6,000 care packages by the end of 2017.
“With support from organizations like Dunkin Brands, we’re well on our
way,” exclaims Spencer.
Spencer received this 2014 Foundation Grant from Tom Manchester,
Vice President of Field Market for Dunkin’ Brands at its Canton
headquarters on August 6, 2015.
About the Heartillery Group
Established in November 2013, the Heartillery Group is a non-profit
organization under section 501(c) (3) of the IRS. Donations are tax
deductible to the maximum extent allowed by law. The Heartillery
Group’s mission is to show support, love and gratitude to our troops
overseas in simple ways. To learn more about the Heartillery Group’s
card-sending program or to donate, visit www.heartillerygroup.org or
find the Group on Facebook.
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